FLY THE
FLAG
The flag you choose to fly from the stern can have a direct bearing on
the owners privacy, taxes and exposure to liability and boarding.
However, there is no simple answer that covers every owner, but some
basic considerations do apply. Words: Adam Fiander

T

he most obvious mark of identification a yacht carries
is of course its name. But proudly displayed either just
above the name, or somewhere nearby on the stern,
the yacht’s registration flag symbolizes altogether more
subliminal messages about the yacht.
Mandatory for yachts travelling internationally and crossing
borders, choice of flag, or yacht registration, signifies
the nationality of choice under which the yacht has been
documented. Its presence provides marine authorities such
as Coastguards, Harbour Masters, Customs Officials and
Port State Control with visible evidence of the flag state
regime under whose maritime governance, rules, regulations
and procedural ‘framework’ the yacht, captain and crew
adhere to whilst at sea.
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Those who set about registering ships and yachts are known
as registries and these may be governmental or private
agencies. Alternative advice can also be found via a healthy
number of independent maritime consultancies and registration
specialists, many of whom have grown out of established
legal practices, yachting law firms and Advocates with the
intention of offering clients impartial and practical advice.
Ultimately the appointed flag state has authority to enforce
regulations over vessels registered under its control. Even
though the yacht in question is arguably a ‘customer’ of the
flag state, it nonetheless must comply with instructions
relating to on board inspection, certification and in having
the appropriate safety and pollution prevention documents
up to date and readily at hand.

Other factors related to choice of flag will be determined by the
physical characteristics of the yacht (size, tonnage, length),
nationality of ownership (EU or otherwise, company or private),
main use (private, commercial or both), residency of principal
guests, manning requirements, survey requirements, registration
fees and simplicity of process.
Owners are not all alike of course and while some are drawn towards
the assurance of having well recognised flag with international
back-up and consular support, for example, while others have
little interest other than the look and physical appearance of
their flag contrasted against their white superyacht!
Further considerations when determining choice of flag include
VAT & tax liabilities and fiscal implications, such as the ability
to furnish a lender with the required confidence to register a
marine mortgage within the legal infrastructure of the appointed
flag state are essential considerations for those requiring
finance, for example.
Understandably national pride also has a bearing on choice
of flag, while other more logical and perhaps less emotive
considerations would be for owners to consider the so-called
flag state ‘White List’. The “White List” totalling 43 flags
represents quality with a consistently low detention record,
as maintained by the Paris Memorandum of Understanding on
Port State Control (Paris MoU). For the sake of clarity within
this article, the Paris MoU covers the Europe-wide cruising
ground of more specific interest to many of our regular readers
and there are other equally honourable White Lists which we
haven’t talked about here.
Initiated in 1982 when 14 European countries agreed to
coordinate their Port State Control objectives under a voluntary
agreement, the Paris MoU ‘White List’ has 72 countries signed
up and its purpose is to record the number of yachts which
have been boarded for inspection by Port Officers in Paris MoU
ports in the past 12 months.

While this kind of analysis represents only one aspect of the
decision making process, flags highlighted on the ‘White List’ can
demonstrate a full and complete understanding of compliance
procedures and, statistically, at least, yachts registered under
these flags can be seen as arousing less ‘interest’ as a result.
Effectively the equivalent of the MCA in the United Kingdom,
the French International Register (F.I.R.), is also a government
controlled organisation where national pride is strong. Funding
from the French Government ensures there are no fees
applicable for basic registration for yachts without mortgages,
and for those with, a 0.5% tariff on every ‘000 Euros (or USD
equivalent) applies.

Ultimately the appointed flag
state has authority to enforce
regulations over vessels
registered under its control.
With beneficial tax measures and exemptions, and a very
international outlook, the attraction of being able to fly the
Tricolour from the stern of a yacht is high. F.I.R. Deputy Head
of Office, Fabien Raffray, told us: “For French and EU citizens,
there are many attractions in selecting the French Flag for
registration and with us having been at the top of the ‘White
List’ rank for the past three years, no other flag state can
compare with that so when one of ‘our’ yachts ventures in to
a foreign country, owners have significantly less stress about
Port State Control than they might have with other flags.”
Trying to get the best ‘fit’ for owner and vessel is also clearly
the message from the Registry of British Ships in Guernsey,
as Assistant Registrar, Joshua Paine, explains: “Although
based in Guernsey, only a relatively small number of vessels
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on our Register are actually based here; the Registry deals with
vessel owners and their agents from a wide variety of locations
around the world.
“To qualify for Part I of the British Register, the majority of shares
in a vessel (33 of the 64) must be owned either by a British
subject or a company registered in and having its principal place
of business in a British Crown Dependency or Overseas Territory.
Non-British individuals or companies may hold title in up to 31
shares in a vessel, provided that the remainder of the shares are
in ‘qualified ownership’. Any shares jointly owned by qualified and
unqualified owners are deemed ‘unqualified’ shares.

With beneficial tax measures
and exemptions, and a very
international outlook, the
attraction of being able to fly
the Tricolour from the stern
of a yacht is high
“Once we have received the required documentation and the vessel
has been marked, completion of Registration is effected rapidly
and the Certificate of British Registry is issued (the traditional
‘blue book’ is still provided by Guernsey). Registration is valid for
10 years for just £300 with a current renewal fee of only £90.”
Typifying its global maritime reputation as not only a wonderful
yachting location but also as a centre of marine service-orientated
companies and maritime business / legal support services, the
British Virgin Islands (BVI) has grown to become one of the most
popular corporate yacht owning destinations.
Last year the Virgin Islands Shipping Registry (VISR) was promoted
to full, unrestricted Category 1 status within the Red Ensign
Group (REG) of British Ship Registries and consequently opened
its new London office, where , Gerard Kenny, Manager VISR(UK)
told us: “For some time now we have been looking to capitalize
upon the fact that historically we have attracted many yacht
ownership companies to establish their businesses within the
BVI’s, and a London based office, with its global standing within
the financial and business community and the all important GMT
time zone was a natural fit for us going forward. Experience tells
us the kind of people we deal with in yachting prefer the idea of
having their yacht registered in the same location where the
yacht’s management company is also registered, and they value
the convenience and lack of ‘exposure’ benefits this brings.
One of the more recent registration providers specialising in both
Commercial and Private yachts is The Cook Islands Ship Registry.
The Registry has a busy UK / EU based satellite office since
2005 operating as Blue Ensign Ltd with the objective of a fast
and quality service for Captains, Managers and Owners.Originally
known as very much a “ships” registry, the tables have now turned
and over 30% of the Cook Islands fleet are now commercial and
private yachts flying the blue ensign.
A unique feature of the registry was their establishment of The
Cook Islands Yacht Squadron (CIYS) as a vehicle for qualification
of ownership, as a private individual or using a company you

Blue Ensign
The yacht fleet has rapidly expanded due to the personal service
provided, and since achieving full membership of the IMO. The
registry is modelled on the British system, with the benefit of
nominated jurisdiction for mortgage purposes etc. Open to private
and commercial yachts from 20 metres to unlimited size, the registry
operates differently to others, in that a company or representative
on the island is not mandatory, this function being performed by
membership of a wholly owned yacht club ( Cook Islands Yacht
Squadron ). Also, it is not compulsory for yachts to be in class
with a classification society, providing they are well constructed
and maintained. Blue Ensign are flag state surveyors and Deputy
Registrars for the Cook Islands since 2005.
For more details Tel: +44 (0) 1329 221894
or visit www.blueensign.com

BVI
Many recognise the BVI for its natural beauty, pristine waters and
superb sailing; a discerning few recognise its first class ship registry.
The reputation of the Virgin Islands Shipping Registry (VISR) is
evident by the 3,500+ vessels already on its register. A member
of the Red Ensign Group, VISR has a highly experienced team
focussed on customer satisfaction. Registration is straightforward
and may be completed within 48 hours of collating the mandatory
documentation, their London office is now also open to assist.
Mortgages are recorded in the BVI, where the legal system is based
on English common law. Fees are competitive and a pragmatic
approach to manning levels is applied and services relating to
offshore finance, corporate registration and tourism are also available.
For more details Tel: +1 (284) 468-2902, +44 (0)207 355 9573
or visit www.vishipping.gov.vg
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already have registered anywhere. This avoids the usual registry
requirement for a company or local representative with serving
address, and represents a long term cost saving. Although optional,
membership of CIYS has been almost 100%, and is so successful
the registry has established a similar club for their ship owners.
Another feature is the inclusion of older yachts and those not
built or maintained in class, providing they are well maintained
and managed. All yachts entering the registry are inspected by
a flag approved Surveyor prior to acceptance.

Owners are not all alike of
course and while some are
drawn towards the assurance
of having well recognised flag
with international back-up
and consular support
Cook Islands Deputy Registrar and Surveyor, Jonathan Leach, told
us: “ We are here to provide a secure and supportive flag state
infrastructure, to assist Captains, Managers and Owners with all
the necessary surveys, and statutory documents they need to
ply International waters in safety, and without fuss. Essentially,
we aim to provide practical solutions to their operating problems
in any location.“

Registre International Français
RIF offer quick and easy administrative procedures and a single point
of contact for all your customs and maritime affairs procedures.
The register offers a renowned level of safety and security and are
compliant with European Union rules offering attractive tax measures
and tax exemption without fees. They also offer exemption from
income tax for salaried seamen resident in France (on board more
than 183 days over twelve months rolling)
For more details Tel: +33(0) 4 96 11 55 10
or visit www.rif.mer.developpement-durable.gouv.fr

Unlike for most other commercial enterprises, while it might
remain technically incorrect to state that yacht registration
businesses are acting within a ‘Free Market Economy’, there’s
no doubt that special promotions and carefully worded offers are
out there with the intention to attract as much new business
their way as possible.
With overseas offices in Geneva and Monaco as well as the head
office in Kingstown, the St.Vincent and the Grenadines (SVG)
yacht registry, for example, is quite diversified. Registrar of
Ships and Seafarers, Ms Jillianjoy Davis told us: “As of July 2012,
SVG introduced a unique feature. Pleasure (private) yachts of 18
metres up to 500 gross tonnage may be chartered out under
certain conditions for twelve (12) weeks / eighty-four (84) days
in a calendar year, with a maximum of twelve (12) passengers.
This is known as a limited charter allowance and this feature was
introduced to attract more yachters to our shores, without them
going through too much hassle.
Jillianjoy adding finally: “Usually, commercial yachts would have
to go through lengthy processes, such as being surveyed on a
yearly basis to ensure compliance with the applicable standards
before being registered. With this new feature, a private yacht
with a limited charter allowance can be registered at a much
lower cost, requiring less paperwork, quicker processing time
(within two days) and only requiring a survey every five years!”
Launched in 2014 and one of the most approachable independent,
‘one stop shop’ registration specialists is the Yacht Registration
Centre, Y.R.C, based in Nicosia, Cyprus, where shipping lawyer
Maria Hadjivarnava is happy to discuss flag state options with
clients of all kinds. “With customers either owning or managing
yachts from as small as 9m right up to 100m+ most of our

The Yacht Registration Centre
Y.R.C, was established with the coming together of a team of experts
in the area of yachting: lawyers, tax advisors, shipping agents, VAT
specialists. The purpose of Y.R.C, is to facilitate in the worldwide
registration of yachts and to provide all required ancillary services,
taking into consideration all practical, legal and tax matters in a
most efficient and cost effective way. Services offered include;
Worldwide registration of yachts, continuous legal and tax support,
Company incorporation services, opening of bank accounts and
implementation of yacht leasing schemes.
For more details Tel:+357 22556677
or contact email:info@yachtregistrationcentre.com
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customers come to us with very few hard and fast preconceptions
other than the physical look of a registration flag they might
have seen and start by asking us simply ‘what do we think’ about
different jurisdictions.

Further considerations when
determining choice of flag
include VAT & tax liabilities
and fiscal implications
“Once we’ve discussed their broad-brush requirements and asked
them to complete our simple Choice of Flag Questionnaire, we
then start to build a picture as to the typical use of the yacht
and whether an EU or non EU flag is required. Then using our
worldwide network of lawyers, tax and VAT advisors and shipping
agents, we can start to focus on which flag state might be most
appropriate for their needs.“
Maria adds: “Unlike commercial shipping customers, who generally
know exactly what they want from the outset, our experience is
that yacht customers just want to have fun and to get underway
with as little stress and administrative hold-up as possible. Hence
it’s our mission to assist our clients throughout the process of
buying a yacht, having it registered, maintained, and eventually
selling it.”

Registry of British Ships
Guernsey is a Category 2 British Shipping Register located outside of
the EU and a member of the Red Ensign Group. Although limited by
the maximum size of vessel (150 GT), Guernsey has an established
and respected reputation for efficient, personal and friendly service. If
a vessel exceeds the Register’s tonnage limit the Registry will always
assist an applicant in identifying an alternative register either from
within the Red Ensign Group or other non-British territories. The
Register can accept vessels in majority share ownership of British
citizens or British corporate structures. Registration is valid for 10 years
with no annual fees.
For more details Tel: +44(0)1481 720229
or visit www.shipsregistry.gov.gg or via www.redensigngroup.org

RED ENSIGN GROUP
Operating under the mantle of “Strength and quality through
collaboration” and comprising international shipping
registries operated by the United Kingdom, three UK Crown
Dependencies and eight UK Overseas Territories. The Red
Ensign (or a defaced version with the appropriate national
colour) has long been associated with yachting and is a
familiar sight on many private and commercial yachts.
Any vessel registered under one of these administrations is
a “British ship” and entitled to fly the Red Ensign flag and
enjoy the benefits this brings.
Administrations within ‘Category 1’ Registers including
Bermuda, British Virgin Islands, Cayman Islands, Gibraltar,
Isle of Man and the United Kingdom operate large
international registers and may register ships of unlimited
tonnage, type and length.
‘Category 2’ administrations include Anguilla, Falkland
Islands, Guernsey, Montserrat, St. Helena and Turks &
Caicos Islands, which can register eligible vessels up to 150
gross tonnage (GT) and, subject to the implementation of
legislation and a memorandum of understanding with the
UK, pleasure vessels of less than 400 GT (pleasure vessels,
by definition, refer to ships used for sport or pleasure, which
are not operated commercially). Jersey is also a Category
2 register but with the enhanced ability to register both
pleasure and commercial vessels under 400 GT.

St. Vincent & the Grenadines
This multi island paradise in the Eastern Caribbean, a longtime haven
for seafarers, prizes itself in the Maritime world by providing Yacht
owners, crew and financial entities with the nec plus ultra in ship
registration. The diversity of the types of registrations: Commercial,
Private and Limited Charter Allowance (a hybrid of the former) allows
owners to register individually, joint or as a company, thus providing
flexibility for owners and financial institutions alike. St. Vincent and
the Grenadines is a long time member of the IMO and maintains high
standards in its fleet, crew and personnel.
For more details; Tel: +1 784 456-1378
or visit www.svg-marad.com
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